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Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

1. The following processes are taken from the week 5 lectures:

const Max = 3

Database = Database[0],
Database[count: 0..Max] =

(insert[newCount: 0..Max] -> Database[newCount]
| select[count] -> Database[count]
).

Token = (acquire -> release -> Token).

||TokenDB = (Token || Database).

WebPage =
(request -> acquire -> select[count: 0..Max-1] ->

insert[count + 1] -> release -> WebPage
) + { select[Max], insert[0] }.

||WebSite = ({ url1, url2 }::TokenDB
|| url1:WebPage
|| url2:WebPage).

Why is the alphabet extension needed in the definition of the WebPage
process? Ensure that you fully explain your answer.

Hint: Use the animator to show that without alphabet extension, in-
terference occurs.

2. A central computer connected to remote terminals via communication
links is used to automate a seat reservation system for a concert hall.
A booking clerk can display the current state of reservations on the
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terminal screen. To book a seat, a client chooses a free seat and the
clerk enters the number of the chosen seat at the terminal and issues
a ticket.

A system is required which avoids double-booking of the same seat
whilst allowing clients free choice of the available seats.

You are told that this system may be modelled using the three pro-
cesses:

Seat, Terminal and ||ConcertHall

The Seat process here acts as a shared data structure.

The basic actions should be free, book, client and ticket. Your
process answers will need to use action and process indexing, as well
as action prefixing.

The ultimate aim of this question is to get you to construct a process
model of the system and demonstrate that your process model does
not permit double-bookings. To do this, answer each of the following
questions:

(a) Construct a process model that uses only one Seat process (in
modeling this process, think about the life-cycle of a seat within
this booking system - ie. once booked, you can not unbook a
seat) and one Terminal process.

(b) Construct a process model that uses five Seat processes and one
Terminal process.

(c) Construct a process model that uses five Seat processes and two
Terminal processes.
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